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ABSTRACT
The geo-spatial database is a new technology in database systems which allow storing, retrieving and
maintaining the spatial data. In this paper, we seek to design and implement a geo-spatial database for
managing the traveler’s demand with the aid of open-source tools and object-relational database package.
The building of geo-spatial database starts with the design of data model in terms of conceptual, logical
and physical data model and then the design has been implemented into an object-relational database. The
geo-spatial database is developed to facilitate the storage of geographic information (where things are)
with descriptive information (what things are like) into the vector model. The developed vector geo-spatial
data can be accessed and rendered in the form of map to create the awareness of existence of various
services and facilities for prospective travelers and visitors.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In this digital age, travelers (less dependent on traditional intermediaries) have become
sophisticated and more demanding, requesting new sources of information to facilitate the
decision making process before accessing services. The information is life-blood of the travel
industry [1]. It is necessary, from either internal or external sources, for visiting a destination and
for making onsite decisions such as attractions, amenities, transportation, lodging and other
facilities nearby. The assessing efficiency of basic services and facilities is multidimensional and
includes several factors such as geography, finance, availability and quality. However, the
geographic dimension is of great importance which increases the need of managing spatial
information. The applications of spatial information system have great social and national
relevance and can support governance activities, help in preparing sustainable development
strategies, enabling enterprises to better manage business processes and bring geographical
knowledge to citizens.
In this paper, we have developed a geo-spatial database for managing the traveler’s demand with
the aid of open-source tools and object-relational database package. The geo-spatial database is
designed to facilitate the storage of geographic information (where things are) with descriptive
information (what things are like) into the vector model. The spatial data is derived from existing
paper-based map co-ordinates stored in computer file (shapefiles created from color raster base
map), whilst the attribute data files are made up of detailed records of any feature or item found
on these maps with the items being geo-referenced at their coordinates. The geo-spatial database,
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developed in this study constitutes a great resource to describe and identify the infrastructure
elements related to travelers’ demand geometrically, thematically and topologically.

2. STUDY AREA
Agra, the study area, is a historic city in northern region of India. It is situated between 27.11’
degree latitude north and 78.00’ degree to 78.20’ degree longitude east. The city’s rich history,
cultural heritage, diversity of religion and healthcare services fascinate a large number of naïve
and experienced travelers who visit various places within the city and need spatial information
related to destinations, accommodations and other places of interest to improve the convenience
and efficiency of travel. The geo-spatial database of city infrastructure, various attractions, public
conveniences, transport and other points of interests together with their attribute data will help the
travelling community to access, disseminate and visualize the required data in order to better
manage their trip.

3. MATERIALS AND METHODS
3.1. Data Modeling
The development of geo-spatial database starts with the design of data model which shows what
data are to be contained in the database and how the items in the database will be related to each
other. The database design process is usually divided into three main activities, namely:
conceptual, logical and physical data modeling [2].
The data modeling is an abstraction process which focuses on essential elements and ignores nonessential ones with regard to a specific goal [3]. In Figure 1, the different geographic data design
models and implementation are shown as the two basic phases involved in the development of a
geo-spatial database. There are two common data models for modeling spatial information: fieldbased models and object-based models [4]. The field-based models treat the spatial information as
a continuous domain such as altitude, rainfall and temperature. The object-based models treat the
information space as if it is populated with recognizable objects that are discrete and spatially
referenced. The modeling approach that we take in this study is object-based. It means the
database will store a collection of geographical objects that can be modeled by the measurement,
properties, and relationships of points, lines, and polygons. Some geographic objects may also
have topological properties.
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Figure 1. Levels of data view in database development [5].
3.1.1. Conceptual Modeling
The conceptual model is a high-level description of how a system is organized and how it
operates. In this modeling process, all entities represented as spatial and non-spatial datasets, their
attributes and the relationships between them are identified [6].
In order to identify relevant datasets to cater travelers need, the studies [7-11] reveal the
importance of spatial and non-spatial information related to transportation, hospitality, major
attractions, public conveniences and other places of interest. The key thematic layers to be
represented in the database are identified based on these spatial datasets. These layers include
green patches, wetlands, attractions, amenities and transportation infrastructures which are further
categorized into basic entities; for example, the green patch layer is decomposed into parks,
gardens and forests.
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Figure 2. Conceptual data model for managing travellers demand.
The conceptual modeling in database design often makes use of a formal approach known as
entity-relationship (E-R) modeling [12]. It is a graphical method of representing entities, all
important relationships between the entities, and all attributes of either entities or relationships
which must be captured in the database. There are several dialects of E-R formalism [12-15] and
also many adaptations have been made for specific needs like modeling of geographic
phenomenon. In this study, we have used Calkins’ [15] extension to basic entity-relationship data
models for modeling our geo-spatial database. In its extended symbology, entity symbol contains
the name of the entity and additional information indicating the corresponding spatial entity
(point, line or polygon), a code indicating topology, and a code indicating encoding of the spatial
entity by coordinates. The spatial relationships are handled by three relationship symbols: the
traditional diamond symbol for normal database relationship; an elongated hexagon and a double
elongated hexagon to represent spatial relationship. The elongated hexagon represents spatial
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relationships through topology (connectivity and contiguity) and the double elongated hexagon
uses x, y coordinates as well as related spatial operations (coincidence, containment and
proximity) for defining spatial relationships.
The entity-relationship diagram in Figure 2 represents the proposed conceptual model of geospatial database. The attributes are not shown in the diagram for readability purpose; however
they have been identified and included in its corresponding logical model.
3.1.2. Logical Modeling
The logical data model expresses a conceptual data model in terms of (software) computable data
constructs (entity classes or object classes), operations (create relationships) and validity
constraints (rules) [16]. In this section, the description of feature classes and attributes is
translated into an object-relational database model (an implementation data model), thus mapping
the high-level data model into the implementation model of the database management system
(DBMS). Figure 3 illustrates the fully attributed Road-Junction logical model, a part of Figure 2.
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Figure 3. Logical data model for Road-Junction relationship.
3.1.3. Physical Modeling
Physical modeling involves the actual design of a database according to the requirements that
were established during logical modeling. The data type implementation and the indexing of data
type fields are specified at this level of modeling. Each entity is transformed into a database table,
and for each relationship foreign keys are defined. This model is a fully-attributed data model that
is dependent upon a specific version of a data persistence technology.
In this phase, the logical data model developed in Figure 3 has been transformed to physical data
model (Figure 4) using the syntax of PostgreSQL/PostGIS, which follows the object-relational
database design.
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RoadType
TypeCode: smallint [PK]
TypeName: character varying (20) NOT NULL
Description: character varying (50)

RoadSurface
SorfaceCode: smallint [PK]
SurfaceName: character varying (20) NOT NULL
Description: character varying (50)

RoadConstruction
ConstructionCode: smallint [PK]
ConstructionName: character varying (20) NOT NULL
Description: character varying (50)

JunctionType
TypeCode: smallint [PK]
TypeName: character varying (50) NOT NULL
Description: character varying (50)

Road
RoadId: integer [PK]
RoadName: character varying (50) NOT NULL
NumberOfLanes: smallint
Condition: boolean
RoadType: smallint [FK]
SurfaceType: smallint [FK]
ConstructionType: smalint [FK]
GeomShape: Geometry (MULTILINESTRING, 4326)
RoadLength: double precision
Description: character varying (50)

RoadMap
RMId: integer [PK]
RoadId: integer [FK]
JunctionId: integer [FK]
Description: character varying (50)

Junction
JunctionId: integer [PK]
JunctionName: character varying (50) NOT NULL
JunctionType: smallint [FK]
GeomShape: Geometry (Point, 4326)
Description: character varying (50)

Figure 4. Physical data model (transformed from Figure 3).

3.2. Implementation
The analysis on spatial data can be performed well if the data of geographic objects is stored in
relational database. In this study, PostgreSQL is chosen as the spatially-enabled object-relational
database management system (ORDBMS), which presents object-oriented features as extension
of the relational model [17] and provides scalability and support for complex data types (large
objects, multimedia data, spatial data, etc.) by combining both the relational and object-oriented
models.

Figure 5. Flow diagram of spatial database development.
It is not easy to store the spatial data in a standard RDBMS, thus spatial extensions have been
developed and standardized by the OGC (Open Geo Consortium). PostGIS is an open-source and
OGC compliant spatial database extender for PostgreSQL [18]. It adds spatial functions and
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specialty geometry data types to the database. It is an excellent way to bring tabular and spatial
data together into a common management environment. The security of this data storage can be
ensured by following the approach discussed in [19].
The geospatial data describing the study area is loaded from shapefiles (ESRI’s proprietary
storage format for geospatial data) which were created from city’s base map (color raster map
obtained from Survey of India). Quantum GIS (an open-source desktop mapping engine) is used
for geo-referencing the base map and creating separate vector layers (shapefiles) for different
geometry types. The use of free and open-source geospatial tools results in a rapid
implementation with minimal or no software input cost [20]. The conversion of shapefiles to
PostgreSQL database tables is achieved using the shp2pgsql utility included as part of the
PostGIS extension (as shown in Figure 5). In each table, the “GeomShape” column (used to store
vector geospatial data) has been included in a special PostGIS table “geometry_columns”. This
table defines: all other tables containing geometry columns, spatial dimension of geometry
columns, SRID of the spatial reference system used for coordinate geometry, and the type of
spatial object (POINT, LINESTRING, POLYGON, etc.).
The spatial reference systems which could be assigned to the geospatial data are defined in
another special PostGIS table named “spatial_ref_sys”. This table lists a large number of spatial
reference systems and details needed to transform between them. For all database tables (storing
geographic objects), we have filled PostGIS SRID 4326 which corresponds to WGS84 spatial
reference system.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The geo-spatial database, developed in this study constitutes a great resource to describe and
identify the infrastructure elements related to travelers’ demand geometrically, thematically and
topologically. The developed database constitutes an adequate support platform to implement an
integrated spatial information system by:
•
•
•
•
•
•

storing and manipulating simultaneously the geometry and attribute information
providing an array of analytic methods to quickly process spatial and statistical
information.
managing different user roles giving different access to and production of information by
various stakeholders involved in travel and tourism planning process.
accessing information locally or remotely over a network for manipulation and
visualization.
storing large quantities of information and providing access to selective data through
queries in an efficient way.
managing information in a single central repository.

The establishment of geo-spatial database will serve as a valuable tool for effective decision
making in spatial analysis (by means of spatial measurement and spatial predicate), spatial
modeling, queries and network analysis. Moreover, the availability of comprehensive spatial
information can provide easier access to distance information, neighboring locations and other
information of travelers’ interest.

5. CONCLUSION
This paper describes the development of a geo-spatial database using open-source tools and
object-relational database package. The geo-spatial database facilitates the storage of geographic
information (where things are) with descriptive information (what things are like) into the vector
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model. The development of geo-spatial database consists of two phases: design (data modeling)
and implementation. The modeling phase is concerned with what data are to be contained in the
database and how the items in the database will be related to each other. In this phase, the
geographic information relevant to travelers’ demand is identified in the form of spatial and nonspatial datasets. These datasets are then modeled into conceptual, logical and physical data
models successively. In implementation phase, the geo-spatial data describing the study area is
loaded into PostgreSQL/PostGIS tables. These database tables are populated from shapefiles
(created from city’s base map), GPS field survey and other published/unpublished data sources
available on Internet. It is envisaged that the geo-spatial database for the city would greatly
benefit the travelling community and citizens to serve the basic need by providing access to geospatial information and geo-enabling decision making process.
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